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The Coronavirus Pandemic has had a lasting impact on how individuals live their 
lives. Personal hygiene and protecting oneself from bacteria, viruses and other 

harmful airborne pathogens, will be the norm for some time to come.

The government has put protocols in place, to ensure that salons and 
barbershops operate in a safe environment. We have sourced the most 
important items necessary to make sure you have everything you need. 



SWISH LIQUID GOLD SANITISERS

*Due to a shortage in packaging, the lids of the 250ml bottles will differ in colour. 

Swish Liquid Gold Hand 
Sanitiser (70% Alc.)

Swish Liquid Gold Hand 
Sanitiser (DDQ80)

Swish Liquid Gold 
Surface Sanitiser

Available in 250ml and 2L

The Swish Liquid Gold Hand Sanitiser (DDQ80) and Surface Sanitiser, immediately 
kills the virus/bacteria and then leaves a residue behind after use, which acts as a 

protective layer, preventing further contact from a virus/bacteria. 



SWISH AERO-SAN SANITISER FOGGERS

Available in the following sizes: 
100ml - covers a room 30-35 sqm in size
200ml - covers a room 60-75 sqm in size
500ml - covers a room 150-175 sqm in size

The main active ingredient, DDAC, immediately 
sanitises the surfaces it reaches, and leaves an 
invisible layer/residue behind on all surfaces, 
which acts as a protective layer, keeping that 
surface sanitised for a long period of time. This 
residue stays on the surface until it is wiped or 
wet with a natural substance (e.g. water). 



SWISH PROTECTIVE GEAR

Swish Re-usable
Cloth Face Mask

Version 1
Colour: White

Swish Re-usable
Cloth Face Mask

Version 2
Colour: Varied

Comfortable thin elastic 
ties sit around the ears. 

BLACK PURPLE/PINK PRINT BLUE/RED PRINT

EACH MASK
CONTAINS 
3 LAYERS 

FOR EXTRA 
PROTECTION



SWISH PROTECTIVE GEAR

Swish Face Shield
With velcro closure for ease of use.

Hairdresser

Swish Stick-On Disposable Face Mask
With no elastic or rope ties around the ears or head.

Client



SWISH PROTECTIVE GEAR

Swish Biodegradable Eco-Apron (50 Pack)
Colour: Clear/Transparent Plastic

Swish Biodegradable Eco-Cape  (50 Pack)
Double sided tape used as closure on back seam

Colour: Clear/Transparent Plastic

The plastic is manufactured with d2w, an additive which contains a 
mixture of salts, that degrades and biodegrades the plastic when oxygen 
is present, if it escapes into the open environment or into general waste.



SWISH PROTECTIVE GEAR

Swish Disposable Eco-Towel (5 Pack)
Size: 40cm(w) X 84cm(h)

Latex Gloves (Box of 100)
Colour: White | Size: Medium or Large | 

Powder free 



PRICING

For pricing and detailed product information, please 
contact 0860 104 109 or your MHB sales rep.



IMPORTANT NOTICE

• NOTE: Should you wish to have these products delivered to an address other than your salon, 
please remember to provide that address when placing your order. 

• A delivery fee of R100, will be charged on orders less than R1200.00 (Excl. VAT). 

• Proceeds from the sales of these products, will be used to donate these products to 
communities, NGO’s and NPO’s in need. 

• While extensive research went into providing the information given, we advise that you remain 
up to date with the latest government regulations to ensure the safety of your staff and clients. 
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